Minutes for Patient Reference Group – 13th September 2016

Attendees: 
Lee Rhodes
Martin Dowley
Peter Hazelton 
Sally Holland
Daphne Daley
Geraldine Yates
Bruce Dewar
Sue Brazier
Apologies from: Kate Hopkins, John Weir, Keith Harrison, Angela Dewar

Draft Consultation Document
Sue kindly brought along a draft copy of the Consultation document relating to the Clinical Services Review and went through the process that will now take place.

Document has one more stage for approval before it can be released. This is due to take place on the 22nd September when it goes before the Finance and Investment Committee.

Document consist of 3 sections 
	Secondary Care

Integrated Community Care 
Acute Care
And will give a summary of the proposals

Dorset CCG is using a consultancy company called Opinion Research Services (ORS) to do an independent feedback analysis.

ORS will bring together 
	14 focus groups from across the CCG area, using a random selection process to try to keep the feedback as broad as possible

1000 random telephone surveys (it was pointed out by group members that if it is a withheld number some people may not pick up or have phones blocked)
Drop-in question and answer sessions

Dorset CCG are every keen to have as wider feedback as possible and to encourage all residents of Dorset to have their say.

The group were asked for suggestions or contact details for:
	Parish Magazines

Local newspapers
Local radio

Some suggestions were put forward for coverage. If anyone has any suggestions please let Sue know either by emailing her directly or via Sally.

The consultation period will run for 12 weeks

Patient Query
Sally had a patient grumbling that the GP had not phoned them when they were expecting. Sally asked what would be useful for patients to be told so that expectations could be managed. It was agreed that some wording along the lines below would be helpful.
The doctor will endeavour to call you between 3-4pm. If you have not been called by 4pm then it is likely it will be after surgery

My Life My Care (MLMC) Champion
In his absence Keith had asked Sally to see if anyone would consider being the MLMC champion. MLMC encourages patient to look at self-managing long term conditions. Involvement would be ensuring that information about the service was distributed within the practice /waiting room/notice boards. If anyone is interested please let Keith know.

Booking appointments ahead
Peter asked about booking appointments ahead, and extending appointment beyond 2 weeks. Sally explained that if appointments were available too far ahead then patients didn’t always attend. Nurses should be 2-3 months ahead and Sally will chase that to ensure it is happening.

Access to on-line booking
Appointments freed up every day for 1 and 2 weeks ahead for GPs. If you cannot see appointments to book it is because there are none available, the reception staff see the same availability as on-line users.
Nurse’s appointments are not available on-line as they can be complex and risk patients booking wrong appointment length/nurse (they have different skills)

CQC
The practice had received draft feedback following the recent CQC visit and this was overall Good with some Outstanding areas. This will be displayed once we have the official version. Many thanks again to those you who took part.

Next meeting
It was agreed that the next meeting will be after the release of the Consultation Document so we can discuss it fully. Please also not the change of day from Tuesday to Monday.
The next meeting is the Monday 28th November 6pm-7pm. 

